TIPS FOR THESIS WRITING AND PREPARING RESEARCH PAPERS

Initial parts of a manuscript
Choice of TITLE
Providing AUTHORSHIP credits
Selection of KEY WORDS
Structure of the ABSTRACT

Main body of the report
Contents of INTRODUCTION
Describing the METHODS
Stating RESULTS
Writing DISCUSSION

End features of a report
Ethics of ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Framing KEY MESSAGES
Writing REFERENCES
Need of a BIBLIOGRAPHY
Contents of APPENDIX

For an updated version, see
Basic Methods of Medical Research, Third Edition
by A. Indrayan (http://indrayan.weebly.com)
AITBS Publishers, Delhi (Phones: 11-22054798/22549313)
email: aitbsindia@gmail.com, aitbs@bol.net.in

Contents of APPENDIX
Technical matter not of sufficient interest to the general audience of the report but of interest to specialists who want to know details go into the Appendix. Medical journals tend to relegate mathematical content of a paper into Appendix. Where needed, detailed tables can be provided in Appendix. These tables are given new numbers. In the case of thesis and dissertations, consent form, data collection form, etc., go into Appendix. When the study is small, the entire dataset can be appended.

Material on WEBSITE
Many journals now use website as a repository for detailed material. Even big datasets, computer outputs and all ancillary information is kept for reference of any interested reader.